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SNAPSHOT

SUMMARY

• Egypt under President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi has become a beggar state, its economy ever more reliant upon foreign support, especially loans.

• Al-Sisi conducts economic policy as if the country were an oil-rich rentier state like Saudi Arabia or a successful mercantile one like China, though Egypt is neither.

• The regime’s financial appetites are gargantuan, but it is luxuries, not basic necessities for a growing population, that absorb the bulk of state revenues. Al-Sisi, who came to power through a coup, relies on the “wow” factor of mega-projects and weapons purchases to bolster his legitimacy.

• To pay for these extravagances, the government has squeezed the citizenry through cuts in consumer subsidies, regressive taxation, and increased fees for “public” services. Egyptians suffer under stagnating wages, rising prices, and high unemployment, with some 30 million citizens living on incomes of less than $3.20 a day.

• To extract revenue the regime also squeezes the private sector, including through the military’s gobbling up of numerous profitable private enterprises.

• Al-Sisi’s Egypt must increasingly rely on foreign credit for economic survival. Egypt’s total national debt, now $370 billion, has quadrupled since 2010. Repayment of domestic and foreign debt consumes over one-third of Egypt’s budget, more than double the amount in 2009.

• There are remarkable similarities between Lebanon’s now abjectly failed economy and Egypt’s struggling one. The devastating consequences of Lebanon’s economic collapse would be even worse if repeated on an Egyptian scale. Best, therefore, for Egypt’s “friends” to take corrective steps before that happens, rather than continue to indulge al-Sisi’s regime.
INTRODUCTION

All governments must obtain resources if they are to function. They differ according to the amount, sources, and types of resources they extract. Egypt under President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi is unusual, if not unique, in that the political economy model it has adopted requires resources remarkably disproportionate to the economy’s ability to provide them. Al-Sisi’s government acts as if it were presiding over a rentier state financed by hydrocarbon exports such as Saudi Arabia or over an authoritarian mercantile state benefitting from a sustained, favorable balance of trade fueled by expanding manufactured exports, like China.

Egypt, however, is neither a rentier state nor a successful mercantile one. Its exports of all goods and services are chronically insufficient to generate a balance of trade surplus. Over the past decade, its annual trade deficit has bounced between $28 and $44 billion. Its GDP per capita—in the $3,000 to $4,000 range—ranks it 135th out of 213 countries. It took 20 years for Egypt’s GDP per capita to double, a growth rate slower than that of Morocco, whose GDP is about one-third of Egypt’s $360 billion.

PHARAONIC APPETITE

Yet under al-Sisi, Egypt’s financial appetites have become gargantuan. A relatively small part of the financial diet is absorbed by the needs of an expanding population living in a limited, water-scarce area, unable to achieve food self-sufficiency. Egypt produces only about one-third of the food it consumes and frequently imports more wheat than any other country in the world.

But it is luxuries, rather than basic necessities, that soak up the bulk of available revenues. The list of luxury acquisitions since al-Sisi and the military seized power in 2013 is staggering, especially since most appear to add symbolic rather than economic value. Examples include the $58 billion new administrative capital in the desert outside Cairo; weapons acquisitions whose exact value is unknown but which have placed the country among the world’s top five arms purchasers; a $25 billion nuclear reactor to produce power in a country with an electricity surplus; an $8 billion dollar expansion of Suez Canal capacity that has yet to generate a noticeable increase in transit dues, rising to only to $5.8 billion in 2020 from $5.6 billion in 2017; and several of Africa’s or even the world’s largest this or that, ranging from the tallest building and biggest church on the continent to the globe’s largest fish farm, albeit one apparently displacing already existing such farms operated by individual proprietor.

These extravagances raise two pertinent questions. The first is: Why? Surely there are better ways to spend these monies, if indeed it is advisable to spend them at all. But that answer reflects an economic logic, not the operative political one. Like in rentier states and, to a lesser extent, in authoritarian mercantile ones, al-Sisi has sought to “wow” the population to gain admiration and acquiescence. His approach is reminiscent of the strategies of Hitler, Stalin, and Mussolini, who sought legitimation in modernism and its manifestations in archi-
architecture, transport, and even art and literature. In all these cases, decorating the state with glitzy accoutrements is intended to elevate the state and its ruler above citizens and their needs. Lacking charisma or democratic legitimacy, al-Sisi has neutered political institutions such as the parliament, local councils, and the once semi-independent media, choosing to rely on the “wow” factor of mega-projects and weapons in the absence of other sources of legitimacy. He has not made “the trains run on time,” either literally or figuratively, nor has his regime improved the lives of the majority of Egypt’s 102 million citizens.

FINANCING THE “WOW” FACTOR

The related million—or rather multi-billion—dollar question is: From whence the funds to pay for these extravagances? The answer is from home and abroad, in roughly equal measure, as judged by the balance of domestic versus foreign debt. The regime’s domestic public borrowings tell only part of the story of how it has squeezed financial blood out of Egyptian stone. Its depredations are creative, thorough, self-serving, and economically deleterious.

Squeezing the Population

The population has been crushed between stagnating incomes and rising household expenses. Since 2019, wage and salary expenditures by the government, far and away the country’s largest employer, have been flat, reflecting little to no growth in public employment and in civil servant salaries. Privatizations or closings of state-owned enterprises, such as the historic Helwan Steel Works that employed 7,000 workers, have added to downward pressure on overall employment, both public and private. Unemployment has bounced between 7 percent and 10 percent since 2019, but that
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relatively benign figure is an inaccurate measure of labor markets. Labor market health is better assessed by the youth unemployment rate, which exceeds 25 percent, and by the labor force participation rate—the proportion of those of working age who are employed—which fell to a meager 42 percent in 2021 from 49 percent a decade earlier. According to the World Bank, Egypt’s labor force participation rate is below the global average of 59 percent, the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) average of 46 percent, and the low- and middle-income country average of 58 percent. Inflation has inflicted additional pain on ordinary Egyptians. Inflation fell from 9 percent to 5 percent between 2019 and 2020 before rebounding to 8 percent in fall 2021. This is higher than the average inflation rate of 5 percent in emerging economies this year. The al-Sisi regime further reduced Egyptians’ purchasing power with across-the-board cuts in consumer subsidies on fuel, water, power, transport, and food. The cuts targeted even the most vital of foodstuffs, bread—for decades the symbolic and actual commitment of the government to the people of Egypt, especially the poor. Bread subsidies, to which about two-thirds of Egyptians are entitled, account for more than half of all food subsidies. Loaf size was first reduced in 2014 and then again in the wake of Egypt’s 2016 International Monetary Fund (IMF) agreement, which called for subsidy reforms. Loaf size and the number of those with access to subsidized bread were reduced again during the pandemic, at the very height of which, in 2020–21, the government did not spend its budgeted allocation for subsidies. Egypt’s 2021–22 budget projects reductions in expenditures in real terms on subsidies, grants, and social benefits. Budget appropriations for education and health do not meet constitutionally mandated minimums. A further drain on household income has been an increase in governmental fees, with those for “public” education the most controversial. The past year has seen higher fees for public school enrollment and textbooks, coupled with growing class sizes due to a five-year freeze on hiring teachers and on school construction; the average class size increased from 44 to 49 stu-


The past year has seen higher fees for public school enrollment and textbooks, coupled with growing class sizes. Credit: Giacomo Pirozzi/UNICEF

dents and most public schools went over to double shifts.¹² (Bangladesh, with a GDP per capita half that of Egypt’s, has an average class size of 45.)¹³ These worsening educational conditions led to outbreaks of violence by parents and students at various schools at the beginning of the 2021 school year. The government’s obvious intent is to induce parents to move their children to private schools, in which the government is investing public funds through several start-up public-private partnerships with international corporate educational service providers. The military has also founded elite schools to train cadres to enter leading ranks of the civil service, including in security and intelligence.¹⁴

That Egyptians under al-Sisi’s rule are paying more and getting less from their government is further indicated by aggregate tax revenues, which are scheduled to rise in 2022 to 13.9 percent of GDP, up from 12.7 percent two years earlier.¹⁵ Taxation also has become steadily more regressive—taking more tax income from lower-income citizens than from wealthier ones—as the value-added tax (VAT)’s share of total taxation has increased. Meanwhile, the 25 percent cap on personal income and corporate tax remains untouched.

Among the consequences of the stagnating labor market and deteriorating family finances is growing poverty. Egypt’s poverty rate nearly doubled between 2000 and 2018, from 16.7 to 32.5 percent. It subsequently declined slightly, but only because of the Egyptian pound’s appreciation, which increased family incomes in


¹⁵. Fitch Ratings, “Egypt’s Draft Budget Supportive for Debt Reduction.”
dollars, the currency in which global poverty rates are calculated. Some 30 million Egyptians live in poverty as defined by an income of less than $3.20 daily.

Under al-Sisi, the informal business sector—which serves as a vital labor sponge but offers little in the way of salaries, benefits, and job protection—has expanded, even in the face of efforts to formalize firms. According to Mirette F. Mabrouk of the Middle East Institute, about 63 percent of Egypt’s labor force is employed in the informal sector, which accounts for some 40 percent of the economy, the highest rate in the MENA region. This represents about a 5 percentage point increase in the informal sector’s share from the final years of the Mubarak era, despite various World Bank-sponsored projects intended to combat that rise.

Potential negative consequences of squeezing funds out of the public were suggested by the rating agency Moody’s, which stated in the summer of 2021 that “Egypt’s exposure to social risks is high . . . exacerbated by the large economic reform adjustment costs borne by consumers of the past few years.” Moody’s added that the “breadth of coverage” of the social safety net agreed as part of the 2016 IMF program “remains relatively narrow.” But the politically risky financial squeeze of the population may be further tightened. Egypt’s chronic budget deficit, despite having slid from 12 percent of GDP in 2016 to its present 7 percent, remains above the level deemed sustainable by Egypt’s international lenders.
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UNDER AL-SISI, THE INFORMAL BUSINESS SECTOR—WHICH SERVES AS A VITAL LABOR SPONGE BUT OFFERS LITTLE IN THE WAY OF SALARIES, BENEFITS, AND JOB PROTECTION—HAS EXPANDED, EVEN IN THE FACE OF EFFORTS TO FORMALIZE FIRMS.
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Alongside spending cuts and price and revenue hikes, the government has intensified its efforts to rake in revenue from other, non-traditional sources. In summer 2021, it introduced legislation allowing state-owned providers of services and utilities—including electricity, water, gas, communications, roads, subways, trains, health, education, and housing—to “monetize and trade their future revenues for sale to investors.”
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for the government argue that quality would be improved, and, in any case, that the public companies are now deeply in debt. Observers reckoned that this financial securitization of public assets would inevitably result in higher costs to Egyptians for crucial goods and services.

**Squeezing the Private Sector**

Military-owned enterprises already play a substantial role in al-Sisi’s economy. There are about 80 such companies, producing mainly civilian goods, including appliances, apparel, food, beverages, tobacco, automobiles, and IT equipment, and involved in retail, media and entertainment, and—most importantly—public contracting. But even with this breadth of activity, military-owned enterprises are now seeking to bring in revenues from new sources. The *Financial Times* reported in February 2020 that Egypt’s sovereign wealth fund, established in 2018 “to promote and co-invest in state-owned assets,” would seek foreign and domestic investors in 10 companies of the National Service Projects Organization, an economic arm of the military. In 2021, the government pushed through parliament legislation that codified already-existing tax exemptions for the Tahya Masr (Long Live Egypt) Fund, established in 2014 directly under al-Sisi—ostensibly to “improve living conditions for the disadvantaged,” but in essence to serve as a presidential slush fund. Exemptions were extended to stamp duties, VAT, real estate registration fees, and so on. The Tahya Masr Fund has come to own a wide variety of assets and has the right to establish companies or buy shares in existing ones in both the public and private sector.


The military has gobbled up numerous profitable private enterprises, including fish farms, gold mining firms, and black sand excavating companies, frequently on flimsy pretexts. It is now reportedly attempting to take over Juhayna, a market-leading dairy and juice company. The security agencies imprisoned in solitary confinement Juhayna’s elderly founder, Safwan Thabet, before jailing his son and successor as CEO, both for alleged connections to the Muslim Brotherhood. Reports suggest that the actual reason is that the Thabets have resisted pressure to hand over company assets to the state and military.

These various initiatives squeeze the private business sector just as broader fiscal and economic policies squeeze the general public. Reflecting mainly the regime’s pressure on the former, Egypt’s rank on the Heritage Foundation’s Economic Freedom Index languishes at 130 out of 178 countries. This is hardly the robust private sector that the United States and other donors have been trying for decades to help create. The immediate consequence of targeting private business in particular and the public in general for revenue extraction is to depress demand.

That is shown in the decline of imports of services as well as of capital, intermediate, and consumer goods. In 2020 total imports constituted 20 percent of GDP, the lowest proportion since 1973 and just over half that in 2008. Yet despite the substantial decline in imports, a simultaneous drop in exports means that Egypt’s trade balance has not improved. In 2020 it was $10 billion more in the red than in 2010 and $5 billion more than in 2016, when Egypt commenced IMF-required reform measures. Another indicator of slumping demand is the Purchasing Managers’ Index, or PMI, a survey-based measure of businesspersons’ views of market conditions. A score above 50 reflects business optimism. Since 2016, Egypt’s PMI has averaged well below 50, whereas from 2012 to 2016, other than the months immediately preceding and following the July 2013 coup, it averaged above that break-even point.
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FOLLOWING THE LEBANESE MODEL?

The scholar Ishac Diwan’s analysis of Egypt’s economic performance under al-Sisi emphasizes the profoundly negative impact of the military’s expansion of control and ownership. Diwan sees the military economy as substantially less capable of generating adequate economic growth than the crony-dominated economy that prevailed under the Mubarak regime. He argues that this is because military officers monopolize markets and resources more than civilian cronies do; their firms are less efficient than even large crony-owned ones; they scare off private investors; and their fear of popular unrest causes officers to centralize economic and political decision making even more.36

Diwan’s analysis implies that Egypt’s economic decline under al-Sisi is structural in nature—rather than the result of temporary downturns in employment, production, and demand—and therefore unlikely to be reversed even if the country were to become a veritable model of IMF correctness. Lending at least conceptual support to his argument are remarkable similarities between Lebanon’s now abjectly failed economy and Egypt’s presently struggling one.

The Lebanese model that emerged in the wake of the 1975–1990 civil war was based on the local currency being pegged to the dollar; on interest rates exceeding even high inflation so as to attract bank deposits and purchases of government debt by locals, foreigners, and citizens living abroad; and on “financial engineering” by a central bank also engaged heavily in borrowings of foreign currencies. This model ultimately failed in Lebanon because faith in that Ponzi scheme was undermined once Saudi Arabia, Lebanon’s principal source of funds, soured on the country and stopped aid and investment, thus drying up the flow of “fresh dollars” needed to sustain the country’s Ponzi scheme. The question to be asked of the Egyptian version of this model is whether, by

being seen as “too big to fail,” Egypt can manage to escape Lebanon’s fate.

What is clear is that Egypt, in order to service its debt, is as dependent upon “fresh dollars” as Lebanon was. It is this dependency, even more than the local revenues themselves, that has forced al-Sisi to squeeze financial blood out of local stone. Egypt needs to have acceptable budget deficits, trade balances, foreign currency holdings, and inflation rates to continue to attract foreign currency and to prevent risk premiums from raising the cost of that borrowed money to unsustainable levels. With debt servicing already consuming some 36 percent of the annual budget and an even higher portion of total governmental revenues, a substantial increase in Egypt’s already world-leading interest rates would threaten its economic viability regardless of it being a model IMF client.

And borrowed money it must be, because Egypt has insufficient other sources of external funding and because Egypt’s economy is far from generating surpluses or being self-contained. Other than the hydrocarbon and real estate sectors, Egypt attracts relatively little foreign direct investment (FDI), and even these two leading sectors are pulling in less under al-Sisi. As a share of GDP, FDI flows into Egypt declined from more than 8 percent in 2005–06 to an average of less than 2 percent since the 2013 coup. By 2020, FDI as a share of GDP was less than half what it had been in 1979.

Of other sources of foreign currency except for borrowings, labor remittances sent back to Egypt by its citizens working abroad (especially in the Gulf) have assumed an ever-growing share. Now at $30 billion annually, Egypt’s remittances account for more than the combined total of what have long been the three other main sources of foreign currency: Suez Canal revenues, hydrocarbon exports, and tourism. This is a mixed blessing. Remittances themselves are used overwhelmingly by their recipients to purchase consumption goods, so they contribute only indirectly to economic growth and investment. While remittances that pass through formal financial channels do provide capital for credit, Egypt’s banks, like Lebanon’s, have come to rely overwhelmingly on the government as their principal client. The Egyptian private sector’s share of credit fell from 55 percent in 2001 to 34 percent in 2016 to 27 percent in 2020, whereas the global average in that last year was 59 percent. Deposits in banks resulting from remittances thus provide far more credit for the government than for private clients.

AL-SISI’S DEBT PROBLEM

Al-Sisi’s Egypt, similar to Khedive Ismail’s in the 1860s, must rely even more on foreign credit to sustain its profligacy. Along with Morocco, Egypt is the MENA’s largest borrower overseas.

In 2021, Egypt’s external debt reached $137 billion, almost double what it was when the IMF extended its $12 billion three-year loan in 2016.\(^1\) Total national debt, which includes both domestic and external borrowing, reached some $370 billion, quadrupling since 2010 and increasing by more than 100 percent between 2017 and 2020. Total debt is predicted to rise to $557 billion by 2026.\(^2\) Per capita debt in 2020 was $3,238, compared to $2,032 in 2010. In 2021 Egypt ranked 158th of 189 countries in the ratio of debt to GDP and 100th in debt per capita.\(^3\) Egypt’s government debt-to-GDP ratio is currently 91.6 percent, compared to 87.1 percent in 2013 when al-Sisi led the military’s seizure of power.\(^4\)

That debt-to-GDP ratio, high as it is, understates the real figure. Egypt’s government, like that in Lebanon, engages in creative accounting by shifting public debt to the books of other state-owned entities. Only 54 percent of Egypt’s external debt is now officially attributed to the government, with another 25 percent owed by the central bank and a further $23 billion by state-owned banks and other enterprises. In 2010 the government’s official share of external debt was in excess of 90 percent. But even based on the government’s currently dramatically understated amount of external debt, this debt more than doubled on a per capita basis in the decade ending in 2021.

Egypt has become the IMF’s largest client after Argentina, obtaining $20 billion in three major loans since 2016, which far exceeds the IMF’s quota and thus incurs an interest rate surcharge. Egypt is further supported by billions in credit provided by the World Bank ($600 million), by the African Development Bank
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($300 million), and by a host of other multilateral and bilateral public lenders. Germany alone has $2.8 billion of outstanding loans to Egypt.

The government’s voracious appetite for debt also requires it to rely ever more heavily on private foreign lenders. In December 2021, the Economist assessed Egypt’s economy as the world’s third most vulnerable to rising global interest rates after Argentina and Sri Lanka. A large and growing proportion of "domestic" debt issued in Egyptian pounds is purchased externally: At the end of 2020, foreigners held $21 billion worth of pound-denominated treasury bills (T-bills) and bonds, some 10 percent of their total. In 2021 non-Egyptians held $26 billion in T-bills repayable in dollars but not included in the external debt total. The possibly fatal attraction to lenders is world-leading interest rates. In excess of 12 percent annually, Egypt’s rates top the Bloomberg list of interest paid by 50 emerging economy countries. Thus far there have been plenty of willing lenders (with the notable exception of the spring of 2020, when panic spread among them due to fears that the pandemic would render Egypt insolvent; in a matter of weeks they withdrew $18 billion, or some 60 percent of funds they had invested in Egyptian T-bills).

Repayment of domestic and foreign debt now consumes more than one-third of Egypt’s budget, more than double the amount in 2009. The central bank draws upon its foreign currency borrowings to support the exchange rate and hence to attract external credit flows. This, too, mimics a practice of the Banque du Liban. Another manifestation of Egypt’s creative accounting is presentation of foreign currency reserves held by the central bank, which are currently claimed to exceed $40 billion. Over half of that amount is committed to repaying short-term loans, which suggests that the country’s true import cover is only half of the claimed eight months—and even eight months is below recommended levels.

**REPAYMENT OF DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN DEBT NOW CONSUMES MORE THAN ONE-THIRD OF EGYPT’S BUDGET.**

In summary, the Egyptian economy is on a downward slide similar to that which has ended in disaster in Lebanon. Sustaining an overvalued exchange rate to keep inflation in check, combined with world-leading interest rates that divert the bulk of domestic credit to the government, has eroded the private sector in both countries. Al-Sisi’s policies have also depressed domestic demand, job creation, and exports of goods and services. They have increased dependence on capital inflows, of which remittances constitute a significant share. But those remit-
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stances, as the case of Lebanon demonstrated, are also attracted by the high interest rates, so they too are susceptible to sudden disruptions.

**TOO BIG TO FAIL?**

But Egypt is not Lebanon in one crucial regard: Egypt is widely viewed as too big to be allowed to fail, whereas Lebanon is too small to ensure adequate external support. Egypt’s geostrategic importance to the United States, Europe, Russia, and even increasingly to China is reflected in the much higher proportion of credit provided to the country from public multilateral and national institutions than has been the case in Lebanon, which has been more dependent on private capital inflows.

Well aware of Egypt’s geopolitical advantages, the al-Sisi regime has concentrated more on offering carrots and threatening sticks to its foreign supporters than on correcting the economy’s shortcomings. Carrots take the form of diplomatic services rendered, such as

in Israel-Palestine or Libya, and even further afield in Yemen and Syria, as well as diversification of arms purchases, rendering the Egyptian military under al-Sisi a veritable United Nations of equipment. The biggest stick in al-Sisi’s hand is his oft-renewed, ever-less-subtle threat to flood Europe with illegal migrants. Recently he upped that ante by claiming that Egypt was hosting six million refugees, calling for additional financial support from the European Union, its member states, and others.52

Al-Sisi’s Egypt has become a beggar state, a far cry from even the country’s relatively recent past, to say nothing of the Nasser era, when it played a more autonomous and decisive role in the region and beyond. Whether or not the model is sustainable in its present form is an open question. The primary threat to its persistence is the dependent, stagnating economy, ever more reliant upon foreign, increasingly semi-altruistic support. Lebanon has already demonstrated the risks of that model. The relevant world has determined that supporting Lebanon’s 6.7 million citizens is not worth the

52. “Egypt not a transit point for illegal migrants eyeing Europe, Sisi to Visegrad leaders,” Ahram Online, October 12, 2021, https://english.ahram.org.eg/News/426760.aspx
cost, given the marginal geostrategic gains that might be had there. Sustaining Egypt’s 102 million citizens, growing annually by two million, would obviously require far larger commitments. It is doubtful whether Egypt’s “friends” will continue to see those commitments as worthwhile for non-economic reasons into the indefinite future. And the moment that Egypt’s “friends” are seen to waver in their support, private investors in Egyptian credit will rush for the exits, as they did in Egypt in the spring of 2020 and in Lebanon previously.

The consequences of the collapse of confidence in Lebanon have been devastating, but they would pale into near insignificance if repeated on an Egyptian scale. Best, therefore, for Egypt’s backers to take corrective steps before that happens, rather than continue to indulge the contemporary Khedive.
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